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From the print edition, August 13th 2016
IMAGINE a world in which getting fitted with a

new heart, liver or set of kidneys, all grown from

your own body cells, was as commonplace as knee

and hip replacements are now. Or one in which you

celebrated your 94th birthday by running a

marathon with your school friends. Imagine, in

other words, a world in which ageing had been

abolished.

In the next phase not just average
lifespans but maximum lifespans
will rise

The Economist

That world is not yet on offer. But a semblance of

it might be one day. Senescence, the general

dwindling of prowess experienced by all as time

takes its toll, is coming under scrutiny from

doctors and biologists. Suspending it is not yet on

the cards. But slowing it probably is. Average

lifespans have risen a lot over the past century,

but that was thanks to better food, housing, public

health and some medicines. The new increase

would be brought about by specific anti-

senescence drugs, some of which may already

exist.

This, optimists claim, will extend life for many

people to today’s ceiling of 120 or so. But it may

be just the beginning. In the next phase not just

average lifespans but maximum lifespans will rise.

If a body part wears out, it will be repaired or

replaced altogether. DNA will be optimised for long

life. Add in anti-ageing drugs, and centenarians

will become two a penny.

Man and superman

To this end, many hopeful repairmen are now

setting up shop. Some of them want to upgrade

worn-out tissues using stem cells (precursors to

other sorts of cell). Such bio-renovation is the

basis of an unproven, almost vampiric, treatment

in vogue in some circles: transfusion into the old

of the blood of the young (see article). The

business of growing organs from scratch is also

proceeding. At the moment, these “organoids” are

small, imperfect and used mainly for drug testing.

But that will surely change. Longevity is known to

run in families, which suggests that particular

varieties of genes prolong life. Some are

investigating this, with the thought that modern

gene-editing techniques might one day be used to

make crucial, life-extending tweaks to the DNA of

those who need them.

From an individual’s viewpoint, this all sounds very

desirable. For society as a whole, though, it will

have profound effects. Most of them will be good,

but not all.

One concern is that long life will exacerbate

existing social and economic problems. The most

immediate challenge will be access to anti-

senescence treatment. If longer life is expensive,

who gets it first? Already, income is one of the

best predictors of lifespan. Widening the gap with

treatments inaccessible to the poor might deepen

divisions that are already straining democracies.

Will older workers be discriminated against, as

now, or will numbers give them the whip hand over

the young? Will bosses cling on, stymying the

careers of their underlings, or will they grow

bored, quit and do something else entirely? And

would all those old people cease to consider

themselves elderly, retaining youthfully vigorous

mental attitudes as well as physical ones—or

instead make society more conservative (because

old people tend to be)?



Mid-life crises might be not so
much about recapturing lost
youth as wondering how to make
the most of the next half century

The Economist

A reason for hoping that the elderly would turn out

less hidebound is that life itself would be more a

series of new beginnings than one single story.

Mid-life crises might be not so much about

recapturing lost youth as wondering how to make

the most of the next half-century.

Retirement would become a more distant option

for most, since pension pots would have to be

enormous to support their extended lifespans. To

this end, the portfolio career would become the

rule and education would have to change

accordingly. People might go back to school in

their 50s to learn how to do something completely

different. The physical labourer would surely need

a rest. The accountant might become a doctor. The

lawyer, a charity worker. Perhaps some will take

long breaks between careers and party wildly, in

the knowledge that medicine can offer them

running repairs.

Boredom, and the need for variety, would alter

family life, too. How many will tie the knot in their

20s in the expectation of being with the same

person 80 years later? The one-partner life, already

on the decline, could become rare, replaced by a

series of relationships, each as long as what many

today would consider a decent marital stretch. As

for reproduction, men’s testes would presumably

work indefinitely and, though women’s ovaries are

believed to be loaded with a finite number of eggs,

technology would surely be able to create new

ones. Those who wished to could thus continue to

procreate for decades. That, and serial marriage,

will make it difficult to keep track of who is related

to whom. Families will start to look more like

labyrinthine networks. In the world where

marriages do not last, women everywhere will be

freer to divorce and aged patriarchs will finally

lose their hold.

Such speculation is fun, and mostly optimistic. The

promise of a longer life, well lived, would round a

person out. But this vision of the future depends

on one thing—that a long existence is also a

healthy one. Humanity must avoid the trap fallen

into by Tithonus, a mythical Trojan who was

granted eternal life by the gods, but forgot to ask

also for eternal youth. Eventually, he withered into

a cicada.

Forward to Methuselah

The trap of Tithonus is sprung because bodies have

evolved to be throwaway vessels for the carriage of

genes from one generation to the next. Biologists

have a phrase for it: the disposable soma. It

explains not only general senescence, but also why

dementia, cancer, cardiovascular problems,

arthritis and many other things are guarded

against in youth, but crammed into old age once

reproduction is done with. These, too, must be

treated if a long and healthy life is to become

routine. Moreover, even a healthy brain may age

badly. An organ evolved to accommodate 70 or 80

years of memories may be unable to cope when

asked to store 150 years’ worth.

Yet biological understanding is advancing apace.

Greater longevity is within reach—even if actual

immortality may not be as close (or as interesting)

as some fantasists would like to believe. Be sure to

draw up a very long bucket list.
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How to plan for a long, long life



Live long and prosper

The 100-year life

From the print edition, June 4th 2016
IT USED to be rare to live to 100. But the progress

of science has meant that over the past two

centuries every year has added three months to

average life expectancy, at least in rich countries.

If “The 100-Year Life” by Lynda Gratton and

Andrew Scott is correct, half the children born in

the rich world today are likely to live to 100.

"Governments around the
world are already struggling
to support growing
numbers of of retired
people"

Predicting future life expectancies is not easy.

Some say there are fundamental limits to the

continued extension of the average lifespan, and

that further gains may become disproportionately

hard to achieve. It is certainly true that reducing

child mortality or cardiac diseases in middle

age—the low-hanging fruit of increased

longevity—have all been reached.

How to look after all these elderly folk is a

different problem. Governments around the world

are already struggling to support growing numbers

of retired people who depend on a shrinking

working population. Eighteen OECD countries have

raised pension ages. At the same time, workers are

being asked to dig deeper into their own pockets.

None of this is enough.

Jane, born in 1998, will need to
finance 35 years of retirement
from 44 years of work

The Economist

The book suggests that even greater difficulties lie

ahead. Looking at three hypothetical people, born

in different eras, the authors map out the scale of

the problem and what it might mean for a working

life. Jack, born in 1945, worked for 42 years and

was retired for eight. He had to save only a small

percentage of his salary in a pension every month,

which was topped up by the government and by his

company. Jimmy was born in 1971 and has a life

expectancy of 85. If he works for 44 years and

retires for 20, he will be likely to need to save a

whopping 17% of his income during his working

life. From here the numbers grow more unsettling.

Jane, born in 1998, will need to finance 35 years

of retirement on the same 44 years of work. This

will mean she must save 25% of her income—an

improbable sum given other commitments such as

mortgages, university fees and child care. The

upshot of all of this continued extension of

longevity is that working to 70 or even past 80 may

not only become less unusual, but may be

necessary in the future.

While one can certainly quibble with the

assumptions built into each of these scenarios, the

scale of the problem is perfectly clear. It is going

to be nearly impossible for workers to save enough

money during the current span of a working life to

fund retirements of increasing length. And if

people have to work longer, it is unclear whether

their education or the places where they work are

geared to support such a future.

"Too few people are
considering the issue that
if the world is unprepared,
longevity will be both a gift
and a curse"

How best to adjust education so it prepares the

youth of today for longer working lives and many

different jobs? Online courses and retraining are

becoming increasingly popular—and increasingly

important—for this reason. But universities may

need to rethink the model of handing a big dollop

of education once, in youth, and forcing graduates

to repay that cost over decades. If people must

retrain throughout their lives, as well as save more



for retirement, a costly, one-shot education at the

start might become an unmanageable burden.

The authors use a little too much management-

speak. Even so, the book is useful. Too few people

are considering the issue that if the world is

unprepared, longevity will be both a gift and a

curse.
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Longevity a challenge
or an opportunity?

The Economist Events Ageing Societies
2016
This year, The Economist Events will bring global

leaders from business, finance and health care

together with policymakers to explore the

opportunities of an ageing world.

Ageing Societies 2016 - London, November
29th and 30th

On November 29th and 30th, we'll host our Ageing

Societies event in London. The event will discuss

how best to adapt financial products and realign

business and public policies in ways that will drive

economic growth and mitigate problems that

ageing societies could otherwise bring.

Download our Ageing Societies event brochure

here

The Business of Longevity - San Francisco,
December 7th

On December 7th in San Francisco, we'll examine

how longevity presents a massive growth

opportunity for companies at our Business of

Longevity event. The event event will ignite a

global dialogue around opportunities in ageing

and the most recent innovations driving the

ageing market.

Download our Business of Longevity event brocure

here
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From the print edition, May 16th 2015
“IN AMERICA there is nothing we wouldn’t do for

moms—apart from one major thing,” said John

Oliver, a British-born comedian, in his television

show, “Last Week Tonight”, on May 10th (Mother’s

Day). The “major thing” he was speaking of is paid

maternity leave, which, as he pointed out, is

standard in all but two of 185 countries surveyed

by the International Labour Organisation (ILO):

America and Papua New Guinea. In America some

women who work for the federal government or

larger firms can take 12 weeks’ leave unpaid after

giving birth. In a handful of states new mothers

get a few weeks at a low wage, funded by a payroll

tax. By contrast, in Britain new mothers can take a

year off, and during much of it part of their salary

is replaced by the government. Sweden grants

more than a year’s paid maternity leave—even to

women who were not previously employed.

America would do well to take note. Many

countries are proud of their maternity leave, and

rightly so: the social and economic benefits of

making it possible for working mothers to spend

time with their newborn children are clear. But

many of those countries have failed to follow the

argument through to its conclusion. The gains

from maternity leave would be multiplied if

countries extended it to apply to fathers, too.

Mothers who struggle to combine work with child

care often sacrifice work. That lowers their lifetime

earnings and leaves them and their children more

likely to end up poor. Much of Europe introduced

paid maternity leave in the 1970s. Since then

dozens of other countries have found that giving

new mothers a reasonable amount of time off

work—the ILO recommends at least 14

weeks—increases women’s participation in the

labour force.

The Papas and the Mamas

But there are problems. Overly generous provision

sometimes harms women, rather than helping

them. Those who take long spells off work see their

skills grow rusty and fail to gain experience and

promotions. And although gender discrimination

at work is illegal almost everywhere, some

employers still avoid hiring women they think will

be away a lot.

Paid paternity leave can help. Nearly half the

world’s countries now offer new fathers short

periods at home; a growing number let mothers

cede some maternity leave to their partners while

they go back to work. Several European countries

have started to reserve some of that leave for

fathers to encourage them to make use of the

opportunity: in Sweden couples get an “equality

bonus” for splitting their time off more evenly.

Fathers who take even short
paternity leave play a bigger role
in child-rearing years later

The Economist

Fathers and offspring benefit. When a woman

hands her baby to the father and heads out of the

door to work, he learns how to be a better parent.

The hands-on habits he picks up persist: fathers

who take even short paternity leave play a bigger

role in child-rearing years later. An international

study found that they were more likely to brush

their toddlers’ teeth, feed them and read to

them. Babies whose fathers take paternity leave go

on to do better in cognitive tests at school.



Fathers are generally keen on their progeny, so

some time to bond with them is a boon. Some men

who thought that child care would not be much

fun discover that they rather like it.

Mothers are big winners, too. If both sexes are

likely to take time off for child care, there is less

temptation for employers to discriminate against

women. Time-use studies show that even when

both parents work the same amount, the mother

usually does more child care and housework. More

hands-on fathering should cut down on this

“second shift”, which is a big reason why many

mothers work part-time or in jobs for which they

are overqualified.

That leads to gains for society as a whole. Few

young women these days expect to have to choose

between motherhood and work. In most countries

they are now better educated than their male

peers, which suggests that careers figure

prominently in their plans—and makes losing

them from the workforce an even bigger waste.

Parental leave that is generous, but not too

generous, is essential if mothers are not to be

forced out of work by lack of support, or eased out

by a surfeit of it. And ensuring that fathers take a

share of it minimises the risks and amplifies the

gains.
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It costs a lot more to fund a modern
retirement. Employers, workers and
governments are not prepared

From the print edition, September 24th
2016
EMPEROR AUGUSTUS came to power with the help

of a private army. So he was understandably keen

to ensure the loyalty of his soldiers to the Roman

state. His bright idea was to offer a pension for

those in the army who had served for 16 years

(later 20), equivalent in cash or land to 12 times

their annual salary. As Mary Beard, a classical

historian, explains in her history of Rome, “SPQR”,

the promise was enormously expensive. All told,

military wages and pensions absorbed half of all

Rome’s tax revenues.

Around the world a funding crisis
for pension schemes is coming to
the boil

The Economist

The emperor would not be the last to

underestimate the burden of providing retirement

benefits. Around the world a funding crisis for

pension schemes is coming to the boil. Rahm

Emanuel, Chicago’s mayor, is struggling to rescue

the city’s pension plans; the municipal scheme is

scheduled to run out of money within ten years. In

Britain the pension problems of BHS scuppered

attempts to save the high-street retailer; the same

issue is complicating a rescue of Tata Steel’s

British operations.

The roots of the predicament lie in defined-benefit

(DB) pensions, which guarantee a pension linked

to workers’ salaries. These may provide security for

the retired but have been expensive for employers.

In many cases, DB pensions were offered decades

ago when they seemed like a cheap alternative to

awarding pay rises. Private-sector employers now

usually offer new workers defined contribution

(DC) schemes, which hand them a pot of money on

retirement with no promise of the income it will

generate. In time, this will create its own huge

problems as workers face an impecunious

retirement.

The DB problem is most obvious in Britain and

America where many employers operate funded

systems, in which contributions are put aside and

invested to pay pensions. Many European

countries operate on a pay-as-you-go basis, in

which retirement incomes are paid out of current

profits or taxes. That does not mean the problems

have disappeared; they are just harder to quantify.

Citigroup reckons that, in 20 OECD countries, the

unfunded government liability is around $78

trillion.

There are two reasons that funding pensions is

becoming ever more troublesome. First, people are

living longer. In 1960 the average American,

British or Japanese 65-year-old man could expect

to live for another 11-13 years. Women could look

forward to 14-16 more birthdays. Now it is 18-19

years for men and 20-24 years for women.

Around 600m people aged over 65
now make up around 8% of the
world's population; by 2050 that
figure will be more than 15%

The Economist

Funding decent pensions is all the more difficult

given that the proportion of retired workers is also

growing. Around 600m people aged over 65 now

make up around 8% of the world’s population; by

2050 there will be 1.6 billion, more than 15% of

the total. Some countries face a bigger problem

than others. In Japan, a third of the population

will probably be over 65 by 2050; in Europe, the

proportion will be more than a quarter.

Second, the low level of interest rates and bond

yields means the cost of paying pensions has gone

up, even without the longevity factor. Investors

who have to buy their own pensions know this only

too well. In the late 1990s, £100,000 ($164,000)

would have bought a 65-year-old British man a



lifelong income of £11,170 a year; now it will earn

£4,960, according to Moneyfacts, a data firm. In

other words, paying out a given level of income

now costs more than twice as much as it did.

Government-bond yields in rich countries are at

historically low levels; in some countries, they are

even negative. This has a direct impact on pension

deficits, by increasing the value of future pension

liabilities. Because the cash cost of a pension will

not fall due for decades, pension schemes must

discount this cost at some rate to calculate how

much they need to put aside now. If the cost next

year will be $100, and the discount rate is 5%,

then the cost in today’s terms is $95. The higher

the discount rate, the lower the present cost.

For a long time, most company pension schemes

used the assumed rate of return on their assets as

the discount rate. The rationale was simple; a

combination of contributions and investment

returns will eventually pay the benefits. But this

approach was prone to wishful thinking; if markets

have performed well in the past, the temptation is

to assume they will continue to do so. The higher

the assumed future return, the less cash the

company has to put aside today.

Actuaries and financial economists started to think

more deeply about how to account for pension

costs in the 1990s. Using investment returns is

theoretically dubious. A company is required to

pay pensions whether or not high investment

returns are achieved. A pension promise is like a

bond; a promise to pay a series of cashflows in

future. That suggests the yield on long-term debt

is the appropriate discount rate. In the early 2000s

accounting regulations began to require

companies to use a corporate-bond yield as the

discount rate. Since the bond yield was much

lower than the assumed investment return, the

effect was to increase the stated level of pension

liabilities.

You’re a liability

Bond yields have fallen steadily and so liabilities

have risen significantly. In Britain the fall in yields

following the unexpected Brexit vote (and a

renewal of quantitative easing by the Bank of

England) has made matters considerably worse.

PwC estimates that the total deficit of all British

DB pension funds rose by £100 billion in August

alone. The Bank of England, which matches its

pension liability by buying inflation-linked

government bonds (as theory suggests), was

forced to pay 55% of its payroll on pensions last

year.

Finance directors must feel like Sisyphus, doomed

to push a rock uphill for eternity. In America, the

estimated deficit of large firms at the end of last

year was $570 billion, according to Mercer, a

consultancy. The average funding level was 77%.

In Britain publicly quoted companies in the FTSE

350 paid £75 billion into their schemes between

2010 and 2015, according to Mercer, but their

collective deficit still grew by £34 billion over the

same period.

Stirring the pension pot

The struggles of the private sector create a public-

policy problem. A 20-year-old worker may still be

receiving a pension 70 years hence. Few

companies can be relied on to last that long. If a

company goes bust while its pension scheme is

underfunded, the result could be an unhappy

retirement. To safeguard pensions the American

and British governments set up insurance schemes

that stand behind corporate plans; the Pension

Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) in the former

and the Pension Protection Fund (PPF) in the

latter. Both fund themselves through levies on the

corporate-sector plans they insure; both cap the

amount of pension protection that individual

workers receive.

Creating the PBGC and PPF has recast the problem

of more expensive pensions in a different form.

Regulators try to protect schemes by ensuring they

are well-funded and that companies do not take

advantage of the potential “moral

hazard”—underfunding their plans because of the

insurance protection. But make funding of the

schemes too strict and firms will complain; some

may even be forced to the wall.

So the temptation is to allow a lot of flexibility and

hope that funding levels recover. BHS went into



administration (the British equivalent of Chapter

11 bankruptcy protection) with a pension deficit

of £571m. The company has been struggling for

years; it had a recovery plan for its pension scheme

that was scheduled to take 23 years. Should the

regulator have allowed the company such latitude?

The regulator is negotiating with the business’s

previous owner, Sir Philip Green, about his making

payments that will reduce the deficit. The saga has

triggered a fierce debate about the moral and legal

responsibility of business owners to ensure

pension schemes are fully funded.

In America the PBGC depends on Congress to

ensure it is properly resourced. As well as covering

the pension plans sponsored by large firms, the

PBGC backs schemes in industries with lots of small

employers, such as mining and trucking. At the

moment the PBGC estimates that it faces a

potential liability of $52 billion on these multi-

employer schemes over the next decade. The

Central States pension fund, responsible for the

benefits of 400,000 truck drivers and warehouse

workers, recently said it would run out of money by

2025. But Congress has set a levy of just $27 for

this type of employee per year; an annual sum of

only $270m, ludicrously short of the amount

needed.

The PPF is better funded than the PBGC. It has

reserves of more than £3.6 billion before the

impact of intervening at BHS’s fund (and possibly

Tata Steel’s). Nevertheless, the fund has assets of

£23 billion and the companies it covers have an

aggregate funding deficit of £459 billion.

Moreover, both insurance schemes face the long-

term problem that they were established to back

DB schemes, often set up many decades ago by

manufacturing firms. As those types of companies

die off, new services and technology firms are not

joining the fund, because they do not offer DB

pensions. The levy’s burden is falling on a

dwindling number of companies.

Governments, which often offer their workers DB

pensions, have been far slower than the corporate

sector in attempting to reduce the cost. In large

part this is because of the way they account for

pensions. In America they are allowed to assume a

return of 7.5-8% on their investments, making

deficits look a lot smaller. But generous

accounting assumptions do not make the problem

go away. The Centre for Retirement Research (CRR)

at Boston College has looked at around 4,000

American state and local-government pension

plans. Even using the accounting standards

permitted, the plans were on average 72% funded

at the end of 2015. On a more conservative 4%

discount rate, this drops to 45%. On the former

basis, the collective deficit is $1.2 trillion; on the

latter $4.1 trillion.

Difficulties are starting to emerge in America.

Detroit’s bankruptcy in 2013 was in part the result

of a huge shortfall in its pension fund; some

retired workers suffered cuts to their income and

health-care benefits. But the city still has a long-

term pension problem, with a $195m payment to

the plan due in 2024. Cities in better health than

Detroit are also grappling with the pensions

burden. In Texas, Fort Worth’s credit rating was

reduced by Moody’s, a rating agency, in May in

response to a $1.5 billion pension-fund shortfall.

The hole keeps getting bigger. Required public-

sector employer contributions have nearly trebled

as a proportion of payroll since 2001. But in

practice, they have not been paid: since 2006,

contributions have been regularly less than 90% of

what is due. Closing the deficit will require higher

taxes, or benefit cuts. But states and local

governments are constrained by laws which say



that benefits, once promised, cannot be reduced.

Unless markets deliver implausibly high returns,

more and more cities and states will be forced to

juggle the interests of workers and taxpayers, with

angry voices on both sides.

The Dutch have a robust pension
system which is still linked to
salaries. The regulations demand
that schemes are fully funded at
all times

The Economist

What is the answer? The Dutch have a robust

pension system which is still linked to salaries. The

regulations demand that schemes are fully funded

at all times; if funding falls below 105% of

liabilities, then there is scope to reduce benefits.

Some American states and cities have likewise

been able to reduce their pension costs by limiting

the amount of inflation indexation that applies (of

course, that will only work if there is some

inflation). In Arizona, voters approved in May a

proposition that limited inflation increases for

policemen and firefighters to 2% a year. But aping

the Dutch model in America and Britain would

require huge amounts of money to eliminate

current pension deficits—money that employers

may not have available.

The private-sector funding problem will, at least,

diminish in the long run as old DB schemes run

down. But there will be no respite for

governments. They have been slow to switch

workers to DC schemes, because the power of

public-sector trade unions to resist lower benefits

is greater than in much of the private sector. A

two-tier system may emerge, with retired private-

sector workers finding themselves worse off than

their public-sector counterparts, but still funding

those luckier workers through their taxes.

Retired hurt

This is a slow-motion crisis in which the

casualties—the weakest companies and

cities—appear intermittently rather than all at

once. Although the commitment to pay retired

public-sector workers is in effect a debt, it does

not show up in the official figures. Nine

countries—Austria, Britain, Denmark, France,

Germany, Italy, Poland, Portugal and Spain—have

public-sector pension liabilities of more than

300% of GDP, according to Citigroup.

The essence of the problem is clear. Low rates

mean that employers and workers need to put more

money aside for retirement. Many are either not

contributing enough or ignoring a problem that

seems a distant threat. They would do well to

remember that in Augustus’s time the Roman

Empire looked invincible. But the troubles that

overwhelmed it were already taking firm root.
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Men have long been discouraged from
playing an equal role at home. That is at
last starting to change

From the print edition, May 16th 2015
AT A “boot camp” for parents-to-be in New York,

course leaders guide their students through baby

maintenance for beginners: what goes in, what

comes out, and how to keep them warm and clean.

The students have the same questions and worries

as expectant parents the world over. But there is

one difference: at this particular boot camp, they

are all men.

How many countries meet the
ILO's guidelines on paternity
leave? None, because no such
guidelines exist

The Economist

The City Dads Group, which offers the course to

new and expectant fathers, was founded when

Matt Schneider and Lance Somerfeld became

fathers and discovered that society saw their place

as firmly outside the home. New York was full of

parents’ support groups, but nearly all were aimed

at mothers. Parenting classes focused on birth and

breastfeeding, not child-rearing; general-interest

groups were needlessly gendered, such as a music

class called “Mommy and Me”. Frustrated, the

friends set up their own group, which has spread

to 17 cities in America, helping dads who want to

get involved from day one. “Fatherhood doesn’t

start when they join the Little League,” says Mr

Schneider.

Around the world, legal and financial support for

new parents is better than it has ever been.

According to the International Labour

Organisation (ILO), 85% of countries now provide

at least 12 weeks’ maternity leave. In all but two of

the 185 countries it surveys mothers are entitled

to some leave paid for by the state, employers or

some combination of the two. (The hold-outs are

Papua New Guinea and America, although a few

states offer basic support.) Though only a third of

countries meet the ILO’s recommended minimum

of at least 14 weeks off for new mothers, paid at

two-thirds their salary and funded publicly, the

picture in the rich world is broadly good, and in

the poor world improving.

But how many countries meet the ILO’s guidelines

on paternity leave? None, because no such

guidelines exist. Though it publishes detailed

advice on such matters as breastfeeding breaks for

female employees, the organisation has drawn up

no formal recommendations on fathers’ rights and

duties. Until recently, national governments have

been similarly uninterested: less than half of

countries offer paternity leave of any sort. Only

around half a dozen offer new fathers more than a

fortnight. Employers, not the state, usually foot

the bill. In the eyes of most of the world,

responsibility for bringing up baby still falls

squarely on the mother.

It takes two

That view is slowly changing. Growing evidence

suggests that children benefit from seeing more of

their dads (see article). But much of the demand

for a shift in attitudes towards parenting has come

from women, who have started to conclude that

they are victims as well as beneficiaries of

generous maternity-leave policies.

Most countries have found that when they offer

decent maternity leave, they increase female

employment. If women have no right to take time

off, or are entitled only to short or poorly paid

spells of absence, many have little choice but to

leave the workforce when their baby is born. If

they can take a few months of paid leave before

returning to their old job, they are more likely to



continue working. American states that introduced

a right to family leave found that women were 5%

more likely to go back to work within nine months

of giving birth. Canadian provinces experienced a

similar effect when they began to introduce

maternity leave a generation ago. A review

examining 40 years of evidence across 30 members

of the OECD, a club of mainly rich countries, found

that female employment rises until the maternity

leave allowance reaches two years. Only then does

it start to ebb, as women decide not to return to

work.

Time away from the labour market
reduces women's earning power

The Economist

But it turns out that even shorter maternity breaks

have unintended consequences. Time away from

the labour market reduces women’s earning power,

as their skills degrade and they miss chances to

gain experience and win promotion. Moving into

senior management becomes particularly hard,

partly because of discrimination by bosses and

hiring committees, who reject candidates they

think may be away a lot, and partly because many

high-level jobs are hard to combine with serial

leave-taking. In Germany studies have found that

each year of maternity leave a woman takes lowers

her earnings upon resuming work by 6-20%. In

France each year of absence is estimated to lower

earnings by 7-17%.

The effect is magnified when lengthy maternity

leave is combined with policies to encourage part-

time work, which tempt more women back into the

labour force but help keep them in junior

positions. Francine Blau and Lawrence Kahn of

Cornell University found that in America, where

miserly maternity policies mean relatively few

women work outside the home, those who do are

more likely to work full-time and twice as likely to

hold managerial positions as women in other rich

countries.

Rather than simply cutting maternity leave in

response to such findings, a growing number of

governments are trying to spread the child-rearing

burden (or joy, depending on how one looks at it).

Last month Britain became the latest country to

combine maternity and paternity leave into a

single chunk of parental leave, to be split between

mother and father however they see fit. Several

European countries, as well as Australia and New

Zealand, already have such a system. The extreme

in gender-blindness was reached in Sweden’s 1995

Parental Leave Act, which was so right-on that it

contrived not even to use the words “mother” and

“father”.

The problem is that dads tend not to take up the

offer. In Austria, the Czech Republic and Poland,

where all parental leave is transferable, only about

3% of dads make use of it. Swedish mothers

complain that their partners always seem to book

their leave during the elk-hunting season. In

Britain the government has billed its shared-leave

reform as a step forward from the previous,

“Edwardian” system, under which mothers got 52

weeks off and dads got two. But its own estimate

is that only 2-8% of dads will take more than their

existing fortnight. The reform will make “barely a

ripple”, predicts Rebecca Asher, whose book,

“Shattered: Modern Motherhood and the Illusion of

Equality”, laments the “time machine” of

parenthood which transports women back to the

sexist 1950s.

Society still tends to see mothers
as the main carers, with dads as
blundering sidekicks

The Economist

One reason for low take-up by fathers is financial:

even pre-childbirth, women are paid less than

men, meaning that their salaries are easier to

forgo during a period of unpaid or low-paid leave.

But cultural pressures also weigh heavily. A rise in

adoptions by gay couples—who in most countries

are entitled to the same parental leave as everyone

else—has helped make clear that time off is about



bringing up the baby, not just recovering from

childbirth, says Mr Schneider. But society still

tends to see mothers as the main carers, with dads

as blundering sidekicks. An advert for Huggies

nappies a few years ago showed them being put to

“the toughest test imaginable: dads”, who were

portrayed as well-meaning buffoons. Fathers who

ask for more than a minimal time must prepare to

be “trailblazers” in their workplaces, Mr Schneider

tells the City Dads.

To overcome these obstacles, some countries are

giving fathers a firm nudge. In a few, including

Chile, Italy and Portugal, paternity leave is

compulsory. Others offer incentives that are hard

to turn down. Sweden has relaxed its gender-

neutral approach and now grants a bonus to

parents who share leave more equally. Swedish

dads now account for more than a fifth of all

parental leave taken, compared with almost none

when shared leave was introduced. Germany

introduced a similar system and saw the share of

fathers taking time off rise from 3% in 2006 to

32% in 2013. In Norway, which has ring-fenced

leave for dads, seven out of ten now take more

than five weeks off. Poland has switched from

shared leave to gender-specific quotas; France

gives bonus payments to couples that split child

care between them.

Where leave is well-paid and not seen as

“belonging” to the mother, dads seem willing to

request it. A little bribery, in the form of extra

money or time off, accelerates the take-up. State

meddling in what has historically been regarded as

a natural division of labour may irk some. But

traditional maternity leave, which channels men

into breadwinning and women into child-rearing,

is hardly neutral. And shared parenting stands to

improve women’s careers, children’s development

and perhaps even dads’ life satisfaction.
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An ageing economy will be a slower and
more unequal one—unless policy starts
changing now

From the print edition, April 26th 2014
WARREN BUFFETT, who on May 3rd

2014 hosted the folksy extravaganza that is

Berkshire Hathaway’s annual shareholders’

meeting, is an icon of American capitalism. At 83,

he also epitomises a striking demographic trend:

for highly skilled people to go on working well into

what was once thought to be old age. Across the

rich world, well-educated people increasingly work

longer than the less-skilled. Some 65% of

American men aged 62-74 with a professional

degree are in the workforce, compared with 32% of

men with only a high-school certificate. In the

European Union the pattern is similar.

The well-qualified are extending
their working lives, compared with
those of less educated poeple

The Economist

This gap is part of a deepening divide between the

well-educated well-off and the unskilled poor that

is slicing through all age groups. Rapid innovation

has raised the incomes of the highly skilled while

squeezing those of the unskilled. Those at the top

are working longer hours each year than those at

the bottom. And the well-qualified are extending

their working lives, compared with those of less-

educated people. The consequences, for

individuals and society, are profound.

Older, wiser and a lot of them

The world is on the cusp of a staggering rise in the

number of old people, and they will live longer

than ever before. Over the next 20 years the global

population of those aged 65 or more will almost

double, from 600m to 1.1 billion. The experience

of the 20th century, when greater longevity

translated into more years in retirement rather

than more years at work, has persuaded many

observers that this shift will lead to slower

economic growth and “secular stagnation”, while

the swelling ranks of pensioners will bust

government budgets.

But the notion of a sharp division between the

working young and the idle old misses a new trend,

the growing gap between the skilled and the

unskilled. Employment rates are falling among

younger unskilled people, whereas older skilled

folk are working longer. The divide is most extreme

in America, where well-educated baby-boomers are

putting off retirement while many less-skilled

younger people have dropped out of the workforce.

Policy is partly responsible. Many European

governments have abandoned policies that used to

encourage people to retire early. Rising life

expectancy, combined with the replacement of

generous defined-benefit pension plans with

stingier defined-contribution ones, means that

even the better-off must work longer to have a

comfortable retirement. But the changing nature

of work also plays a big role. Pay has risen sharply

for the highly educated, and those people

continue to reap rich rewards into old age because

these days the educated elderly are more

productive than their predecessors. Technological

change may well reinforce that shift: the skills that

complement computers, from management

expertise to creativity, do not necessarily decline

with age.

This trend will benefit not just fortunate oldies but

also, in some ways, society as a whole. Growth will

slow less dramatically than expected; government

budgets will be in better shape, as high earners

pay taxes for longer. Rich countries with lots of

well-educated older people will find the burden of

ageing easier to bear than places like China, where

half of all 50-to-64-year-olds did not complete

primary-school education.

At the other end of the social scale, however,

things look grim. Manual work gets harder as

people get older, and public pensions look more

attractive to those on low wages and the

unemployed. In the lexicon of popular hate-



figures, work-shirking welfare queens breeding at

the taxpayer’s expense may be replaced by

deadbeat grandads collecting taxpayer handouts

while their hard-working contemporaries strive on.

Governments should focus not on
redistributing income but on
generating more of it by reforming
retirement and education

The Economist

Nor are all the effects on the economy beneficial.

Wealthy old people will accumulate more savings,

which will weaken demand. Inequality will

increase and a growing share of wealth will

eventually be transferred to the next generation

via inheritance, entrenching the division between

winners and losers still further.

One likely response is to impose higher inheritance

taxes. So long as they replaced less-fair taxes, that

might make sense. They would probably encourage

old people to spend their cash rather than salt it

away. But governments should focus not on

redistributing income but on generating more of it

by reforming retirement and education.

Age should no longer determine the appropriate

end of a working life. Mandatory retirement ages

and pension rules that discourage people from

working longer should go. Welfare should reflect

the greater opportunities open to the higher-

skilled. Pensions should become more progressive

(ie, less generous to the rich). At the same time,

this trend underlines the importance of increasing

public investment in education at all stages of life,

so that more people acquire the skills they need to

thrive in the modern labour market. Today, many

governments are understandably loth to spend

money retraining older folk who are likely to retire

soon. But if people can work for longer, that

investment makes much more sense. Deadbeat

60-year-olds are unlikely to become computer

scientists, but they could learn useful vocational

skills, such as caring for the growing number of

very old people.

Old power

How likely are governments to make these

changes? Look around the rich world today, and it

is hard to be optimistic. The swelling ranks of older

voters, and their disproportionate propensity to

vote, have left politicians keener to pander to

them than to implement disruptive reforms.

Germany, despite being the fastest-ageing country

in Europe, plans to cut the statutory retirement

age for some people. In America both Social

Security (the public pension scheme) and the fast-

growing system of disability benefits remain

untouched by reform. Politicians need to convince

less-skilled older voters that it is in their interests

to go on working. Doing so will not be easy. But

the alternative—economic stagnation and even

greater inequality—is worse.
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Older consumers will reshape the business
landscape

From the print edition, April 9th 2016
IN 1965 Diana Vreeland, the editor-in-chief

of Vogue, coined a phrase “youth-quake” to

describe how baby-boomers were shaking up

popular culture. Today the developed world is in

the early stages of a “grey-quake”. Those over 60

constitute the fastest-growing group in the

populations of rich countries, with their number

set to increase by more than a third by 2030, from

164m to 222m. Older consumers are also the

richest thanks to house-price inflation and

generous pensions. The over-60s currently spend

some $4 trillion a year and that number will only

grow.

Those over 60 constitute the
fastest-growing group in the
populations of rich countries

The Economist

Yet companies have been relatively slow to focus

on this expanding market—certainly slower than

they were to attend to the youth-quake. The

Boston Consulting Group (BCG) calculates that less

than 15% of firms have developed a business

strategy focused on the elderly. The Economist

Intelligence Unit, a sister organisation to The

Economist, found that only 31% of firms it polled

did take into account increased longevity when

making plans for sales and marketing.

One reason for this tardiness is that young people

dominate marketing departments and think that

the best place for the old is out of sight and mind.

Germaine Greer, a feminist, speaks for her

generation, as usual, when she says that “just

because I’m over 60 nobody wants to sell to me.” A

study by fast.Map, a marketer, and Involve

Millennium, a consultant, found 68% of British

65-74-year-olds “don’t relate” to advertising that

they see on television.

But the biggest reason is that oldies are such

slippery customers. The definition of what it

means to be “old” is complicated and dynamic.

Sixty-five-year-olds are not the same as 85-year-

olds. Age affects people in different ways: some

fade early while others march on. Class divisions

are more marked now than for previous

generations of retirees: the winners, sitting on

suburban mansions and defined-benefit pensions,

cannot spend their money fast enough, while

losers go cap in hand to charities (31% of working-

age Americans don’t have a pension or savings,

according to the Federal Reserve). Most greying

baby-boomers in the rich world are in denial about

ageing: 61% say that they feel at least nine years

younger than their chronological age.

The surest way of alienating older
consumers is to treat them as old

The Economist

The surest way of alienating older consumers is to

treat them as old. When Procter & Gamble, a

consumer-goods company, repackaged some of its

dental products as “selected for aged fifty-plus

consumers”, it saw sales plunge. Bridgestone

blundered by promoting a new line of golf cubs as

one for pensioners, producing poor sales.

Yet change is in the air. Some industries such as

health care and automobiles have been thinking

about the grey market for a while. Others such as

retailing and consumer goods started paying

attention more recently. Now comes the silver

rush. A report by the McKinsey Global Institute

points out that older consumers are one of the few

engines of growth in an otherwise sluggish global

economy. The emerging-market boom is slowing in

some countries, notably China, and turning into a

bust in others, notably Brazil. Millennials suffer

from the twin burdens of student debt (especially

in America) and the lingering effects of the 2008

financial crisis. They are starting families and

buying houses later than their parents, if at all.



MGI calculates that pensioners in the rich world

spend an average of $39,000 on consumption

compared with $29,500 for the 30-44 age group.

The old are becoming the new new thing.

Some firms are trying to understand older people

better. Kimberley-Clark, a maker of consumer

products, has built a mock-up of what a senior-

friendly shop might look like in the future. Ford

has created a “third-age suit” for car designers to

wear to help them understand the needs of older

people: the suit thickens the waist, stiffens the

joints and makes movement more cumbersome.

Thick gloves reduce the sense of touch and yellow-

tinted goggles simulate eye cataracts. BCG

research on older people suggests they are less

eager to acquire material possessions than

preceding generations and much keener to acquire

experience, particularly through travel and study.

Understanding is giving birth to new products and

business models. NTT DoCoMo not only produced a

phone with large keys and a big display screen. It

also redesigned it marketing, promoting the new

phones during bus tours for pensioners and

providing classes in shops to explain the ins-and-

outs of apps. Electronics makers are producing

devices that are designed specifically for old

people: for example, Independa manufactures a

monitor that sends an alert if something untoward

happens, making it easier for the frail elderly to

stay in their own homes (“age in place”) rather

than move to nursing homes.

Companies are also mastering the art of

discretion—addressing older people, but not too

explicitly. Retailers are surreptitiously lowering

shelves and putting in carpets to make it harder to

slip. Package-goods firms are printing larger

typefaces and using more white space. Kimberley-

Clark has overhauled its Depend brand of adult

nappies to make them more like regular underwear.

Sabi, a design company, now sells walking canes in

bright colours. Car firms don’t make a song and

dance about the fact that old people with stiff

necks and fading vision will benefit

disproportionately from self-parking cars.

One foot in the gravy

Yet this is only the early stages of a revolution.

Baby-boomers have spent their lives making noise

and demanding attention. They are not going to

stop now. They will be the biggest and richest

group of pensioners in history. They will also be

the longest lived: many will spend more time in

retirement than they did working. The baby-

boomers have changed everything they have

touched since their teenage years, leaving behind

them a trail of inventions, from pop culture to

two-career families. Retirement is next on the list.

Picture credits: Alamy, Getty Images, Reuters, Derek Bacon,

Brett Ryder, Gary Neill



Thank you for reading

What impact does
growing older have on
societies?
On Friday November 4th, The Economist will be taking part in "Bring In Your
Parents Day."

Parents and other adult relatives of our employees can take a tour of our
offices and learn how The Economist's editorial and business operations work.

In exchange, we'll be asking our visitors for their best career advice, which we
hope to be able to share at our Ageing Societies event later in the year
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